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Letter from the ceo

WHY WE DO
WHAT WE DO
It doesn’t seem like a
grand idea at first, but the
research is overwhelming.

115th Congress is the oldest to date. The average age
of the House of Representatives and Senate are 57.8
and 61.8 years respectively. The story didn’t change.
As Deputy Secretary of Government Relations at the
University of South Carolina, I had the backing of one
of the largest and oldest public university systems
in the nation. A personal landmark bill of mine, HB
4079 (2016-2017) would notify on a student’s transcript
that the individual was found guilty of sexual
assault or related crimes for a period of five years.
University judicial systems however operate under the
preponderance of evidence not innocent until proven
guilty. Nevertheless, bipartisan support seemed ample
until a few disgruntled lawmakers notified the school
that such bills would not be tolerated by the state. We
were told to pull the bill as it would “affect the future
of the university”.

I

These experiences were frustrating because they
didn’t make any sense. Intelligent students backed

t started off as a frustration. As a senior in high

by comprehensive research had created solutions to

school, I was dedicated to help others around me

help the future generations. It wasn’t until my study

by joining the Fulton County Youth Commission,

abroad in Dubai did it start to come together. See in

a youth advocacy group under the direction of

Dubai, one must be a royal to truly have influence in

the Fulton County Commission. As Chairman of

government. In the US, we might not have royalty

the Legislative Committee, it was my job to listen

by blood, but we do have it through money. The

and create solutions for not just Atlanta, but all

average lobbying firm takes a minimum of $10,000

of Georgia. Eventually, we found our golden ticket

to even begin initial consultations according to the

idea: Raising the high school dropout age to 17.

Washington Post. The average American could in no

Granted, it doesn’t seem like a grand idea at first,

way afford such fees even though we are taught that

but the research is overwhelming. Keeping kids

everyone’s opinion matters. So at Forge, we dedicate

in school (even if they don’t pursue college) has a

ourselves to helping everyone from any background in

wealth of economic and sociological benefits to the

securing a tomorrow that better. I’m joined by a stellar

individual and society. So when we took our idea

team of students across the US. While our first stop

to the State Assembly of Georgia, we were ignored.

in South Carolina, I can assure you that this is a new

Apparently, the idea was that kids who attend the

generation and new thinking of lobbying. So I welcome

very schools we were trying to fix have no idea what

you to Forge, where we create our own future.

actually goes on. Rather, the 65 year old chairman
of the education committee who happened to
be a former superintendent was more informed
because “schools haven’t changed that much”. It
was baffling to think that this was the response.
How on earth could our lawmakers ignore the
wishes of the future generations. After all, we
have to live for another 50 years not them. The
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Disparities Between Poor and
Wealthy Public School Districts
Sarah Sanders, Chief
Marketing Officer at Forge

“In denying students
access to 21st century
technologies, we are
setting them up to
continue in a cycle of
poverty through a
broken public education
system.”

Above: A Robotics competition at a wealthier
South Carolina School

L

iving in one of the top 10 poorest counties in South Carolina, I have become accustomed to the name, “Corridor of Shame.” While it is no accolade

to have pride in, neither is the deteriorating public school system in mine and similar counties. Students are graduating unprepared for the modern
workforce, trade school, or a university. I was fortunate enough to be able to travel out of my district, and attend a modest private school that prepared
me as best it could under the circumstances. Not all students have books, computers are not given to every student, and the expectations for students
is not what it is in wealthier districts. I now attend a university, where some of my peers come from public schools that supplied them with iPads,
computers, books, and resources that I was unaware were even offered in a public school system. How can two students from the same state, under the
same education standards, arrive at the same university with a large gap in performance already between them? How are we preparing our students in
our poorer districts for the real world? In denying students access to 21st century technologies, we are setting them up to continue in a cycle of poverty
through a broken public education system.
The nature of the US tax system results in wealthier areas having more resources to fall back on than poorer districts. In some cases, in order to help
improve the physical conditions of these schools, the local community is left to both raise the funds and then to distribute them. This leaves the door
open for improper distribution of funds specifically, and general corruption. The state should support its students by supporting college and workforce
readiness with funding and monitoring that would ensure follow through to adulthood and non-corrupt school systems in all districts. A zip code should
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Above: A typical public school facility in a
poorer South Carolina school district

The physical conditions of the buildings are so decrepit that many

education for themselves. By equipping them with an education, we are

students from better areas would find it to be unbelievable, or

increasing the productivity and livelihood of our state as a whole. While

something in a far-fetched movie. And yet, it may just be a couple of

our students are very capable of reaching the level of other states, we

hours, or less, down I-95. You may find leaky ceilings patched with tar,

have yet to do so because of the institutional problems which prevent

desks held together with duct tape, window units used to cool off in

them from actualizing their potential.

the warmer months, and boilers used to keep the cinder block walls
warmer in the colder months.

Families that are fortunate enough are able to move their children from
the schools in the poorer districts and reap the benefits of the public

The teachers are overworked and underpaid. Some arrive out of

school system in another district or county. If these schools in their

college, in an attempt to work in poorer districts with the intentions

districts were improved, and these families stayed, what would that

of paying off student debts or making a difference – which many do.

economic impact look like? Now, consider not only the economic impact,

However, some leave frustrated with the lack of responsiveness to

but the impact on the community involvement, and the ensuing creation

the needs of their students in the areas that look as if they have been

of outreach programs, after-school programs, and opportunities for

completely forgotten. They stay for the students.

accelerated students. If these families stayed in these poorer districts,
the improvement of the schools would be on the fast track to leading

The lack of consistent education at a quality level affects the state of

state scores. However, the poorer schools are not improving, and the

South Carolina at large. Our workforce is not as well equipped to enter

benefit of moving their children to other districts far outweigh keeping

into the working world; our students are less prepared as they enter

them in districts whose curriculums, scores, and conditions are at the

universities and technical colleges. A quality education that is held to a

bare minimum or below what the state expects for its students.

higher standard is the cornerstone of a student’s future, a key predictor

It is past the point of simply raising awareness through conversation;

of how they will contribute to society. Without an education that

change must be ushered in through legislation and closer monitoring of

prepares them for success in the world, a cycle of poverty is an even

each district. Hoping for change and wishing that people would do the

more formidable opponent to these young adults. A quality education

right thing is not effective. Communities must take a more hands-on

strengthens them against crime and offers a more promising future

approach and confront this very real issue directly. These districts and

for their families, who were maybe not able to receive an adequate

these students must no longer be swept under the rug.
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news
UPCOMING ELECTIONS

Governor’s Race
This November, the South Carolina will head to the voting booths to elect their new governor. Henry McMaster,
current incumbent governor, is looking for his first full term. He succeeded former Governor Nikki Haley after
being picked by Donald Trump as US Ambassador to the UN. McMaster battled out a rough primary with five
candidates seeking the nomination. The Republican primary went into a run-off between McMaster and John
Warren, a businessman from Greenville, where McMaster defeated his challenger 53.63% to 46.37%.
The Democratic primary was less crowded with only 3 candidates looking for the nomination. James Smith took
a solid lead, winning the primary at 61% of the vote. He is a current member of the State House and a combat
veteran serving in Afghanistan.
South Carolina has a joint ticket system which for the first time will be used in this election since the amendment was passed in 2012. Therefore, respective nominees must also pick their running mates. McMaster has
tapped Pamela Evette, a businesswoman from Travelers Rest, while Smith has chosen Mandy Powers Norrell, a
fellow member of the State House.
Although the election is still months away, Forge Corporation has predicted a likely Republican victory. However, this prediction may change according to more recent fundraising and poll data. Forge has not at this time
endorsed a candidate.

Other Races
Other races will happen all across the state as the November Midterm elections come to South Carolina. All
House seats both state and federal will be up for grabs. More information will become available as formal nominees make their platform available.
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Mental health:
Examining mental health services at college campuses
Maria Humayun, Member of
the Board of Directors at Forge

Across the United States, colleges
are facing a serious crisis - and
student lives are at risk.

A

cross the United States, depression rates among 18 - 44 year olds are on the rise, with a 33% increase in diagnoses in the past year. On college campuses there has been a staggering rise in depression rates, and unfortunately a lot of Universities are unable to provide the necessary resources to help students. Across the United
States, colleges are facing a serious crisis - and student lives are at risk.
At The Ohio State University, there have been more than 6 student suicides in the past 2 years. This number is
a stark increase from previous years, which lead to the establishment of a mental health task force to improve
the problems with Ohio State’s resources. Currently the University employs about 15 psychologists and psychiatrists, for 50,000 students. That ratio, about 3,000 students to 1 psychologist or psychiatrist, falls well below
national guidelines for mental health counselors on college campuses. An increase in staff can aid the ratio and
allow for more students to be seen, which would improve the resources provided by the University. One major question posed by administration is why is this burden placed on the Universities to provide mental health
resources?
Statistics have shown that when you enter college your stress levels increase, which can put strains on your
mental health. Since you’re entering such a turbulent time, & stressors that can trigger mental health episodes
tend to coincide with college, that it falls upon the university to protect students & allow for resources that can
provide a healthy release & a healthy way to deal with those stressors. Although some may say mental health
resources are a privilege, not a right, I disagree. When the vast majority of your income/savings is being put towards your educational institution, that institution should be able to provide you with the resources necessary
for your success. If we as a society truly want to see a change in mental health, we need to allow for safe, open
avenues to obtaining resources.
It is integral to the success of students across the United States to have access to adequate mental health resources, as student lives may be dependent upon it. Ohio State is not the exception the rule. Across the United
States, many large colleges are falling well below the guidelines for mental health services and the results have
been shocking. Suicide is now the second leading cause of death for students, with the ratio being about 7.5 per
1,000 students. 1 out of every 12 students who have contemplated suicide have actually made a plan and every 1.5
out of 100 students have attempted suicide. These rates have been on a steady increase since the 1950s, and tend
to be for people between the ages of 15-24. With a 200% increase in the suicide rate for people aged 15-24, we
have a crisis on our hands. It is on the institutions which people attend to provide safe avenues to mental health
resources, and making sure that no student falls through the cracks of the system.
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A Healing Process:
Restorative Justice in Incidents of Sexual Assault
Michael Matkovic, Consultant
at Forge

M

y first year of college I served on the advocacy and support subcommittee for a sexual assault working group.
We explored support programs for survivors of sexual harassment and assault, and examined the role that Restorative Justice (RJ) plays in cases of sexual harassment and assault on college campuses. Restorative Justice is a wide
range of programs and policies that work to create individualized processes for incidents of sexual misconduct. RJ
uses interventions and conversations to highlight wrongdoing, prevent future misconduct, and repair the harm
caused to individuals. These set of programs operate under the fundamental premise that the survivor wants this
pathway and that the accused is willing to take responsibility. Currently, The University of South Carolina uses RJ
methods to resolve interpersonal conflicts, such as roommate conflicts, as well as conflicts arising from minor damage to property, and social media incivility.
A July 2017 NPR article discusses how Restorative Justice methods have been used in cases of sexual harassment and
assault. The article describes how describes how some people view RJ as not being harsh enough on the perpetrators
of sexual assault. However, traditional disciplinary systems that closely mirror a legal judicial process can be traumatizing for the survivor due to the forced reliving of events. Additionally, many judicial processes don’t rehabilitate the accused and often do not provide proper healing for the survivor. Many universities, even those who have
adopted RJ practices in other areas, have been reluctant to adopt these methods in cases of sexual misconduct due
to federal guidelines restricting mediation in these matters. Although RJ is different from mediation, it may be seen
externally as very similar. Mediation typically involves negotiation. While RJ starts with one party already taking the
blame; it works to heal both sides.
Many see Restorative Justice as a more productive alternative to a traditional adversarial process because its fundamental premise is that the accused takes responsibility for their wrongdoings, serving to creates an environment
that encourages the accused to understand the impact of their wrongdoing. In many cases, it lets the survivor see
a remorseful and apologetic perpetrator rather than one that is pushed to deny the act. RJ processes can include
education such as consent training for the perpetrator. Some processes even have the perpetrator work to educate
others.
Restorative processes can work not to only heal the survivor, but also the perpetrator and their communities. For
example, incidents of sexual misconduct can and often do affect entire communities such as fraternities, sororities,
and sports teams. RJ can work to repair the damaged relationships within these communities.
Although Restorative Justice often returns positive results, it is not a process that should be used in all circumstances. I would discourage RJ from being used in cases of repeat offenders. Trials and harsh sanctions certainly would
be a more appropriate course of action for the safety of the campus community. Emma Sulkowicz, an activist, and
survivor of sexual assault, implores universities to be careful with who is entrusted with the responsibility for facilitating conversations in the restorative process. These conversations will likely bring up sensitive and traumatizing
areas, therefore a trained professional will best suit the environment. A current issue with many judicial processes
is the lack of a properly trained facilitator.
Sexual misconduct plagues our culture and is rampant on college campuses. The Bureau of Justice Statistics cites
that only one in six survivors of sexual assault report the incident to the school authorities. It is clear that current
policies do not provide an environment that cultivates healing. I believe that moving away from a judicial adversarial
process is one crucial step in the process of fixing this problem.
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